
WIND DRIVEN FIRES

A 10 mph sustained wind can drastically affect fire behavior and produce blast furnace-like conditions.
• Considerations:

> Apply water from the outside, if possible, from the upwind side of the structure
> Use the wind to your advantage and advance from the upwind side during interior attack
> Interior conditions can change rapidly, especially if the flow path is not controlled
> Time is working against you in a wind-driven fire

It is absolutely imperative that firefighters and officers alike understand the changing dynamics of wind and 
ventilation at a structure fire. Failure to do so places victims and firefighters at much greater risk.

Seven steps to help you better understand wind-driven fires:
1. Understand that wind-driven structure fires pose a special hazard; failure to do so results in a lack of

situational awareness and an inability to calculate and manage risk.

2. Obtain a daily weather report with expected wind conditions and communicate this your crews.

3. Conduct a 360-degree size up. Consider the effects of wind. Determine if the structure is being
pressurized from a fire vented location or will become pressurized if window/door/roof failure occurs.
Winds that pressurized a structure fire can super-charge the fire and create “monster fire” conditions.

4. When a wind-driven condition is encountered, the situation must immediately be transmitted to all
companies.
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Seven steps to help you better understand wind-driven fires, continued:

5. Vent points must be controlled and coordinated.

6. Advancing through a downwind opening from the unburned side will create a wind trap that will place  
    firefighters and victims in a dangerous flow path.

7. Consider Quick Hit from the pressurized (windward) side to knockdown the main body of fire. If       
    structurally sound, enter from the pressurized side to conduct search and rescue and final fire control  
    operations.

1st Due Engine:
• Utilize visual indicators to identify wind events, flags, trees, debris in roadway, etc.
• Standard Blue Card Initial Radio Report, state that this is a wind driven fire
• 360 with attention to wind direction and any openings to building, follow-up report
• Control vent points
• Consider Quick Hit from the windward side (utilize the wind to your advantage)
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